
Registration Package Add-Ons 
Severe Weather 
In the case of a severe weather the tournament will continue as scheduled with the only chance of 

cancellation coming from the cancellation of buses from the city of Sudbury. We are not responsible if 

the players or teams decide to travel through the weather as we are following along the city of 

Sudbury’s recommendation.  

Cancellations  
The deadline to remove yourself or a team is 72 hours at the minimum, before the start of the 

tournament (Sunday January 21st) If the team or participant pulls out of the tournament then no refund 

will be given out.  

If a cancellation happens before the deadline of Sunday January 21st, the price of registration will be 

returned. Team fee will be returned if the whole roster backs out. If it is just an individual, just the 

removed player’s money will be returned. The team can proceed with the limited players unless the new 

player signs a waiver form and pays the amount.  

*No exceptions will be made* 

Rule Enhancement  

The rules for the tournament will follow the standard Hockey Canada rule book with minor 

modifications. 

1) Any penalty resulting from a hit from behind is an ejection based on the referees discretion 

based on the malicious intent. If the ref finds it incidental they may proceed with their regular 

judgment  

 If a player accumulate three hits from behind or other Major penalties they are ejected 

from the tournament with no refund 

2) Absolutely no fighting permitted. Any violence is an immediate ejection from the game and 

tournament participation. Fighting constitutes as punches or abnormal non hockey behaviour.   

3) Players with no cages are required to wear a mouth guard. Player will be permitted to continue 

participation once a mouth guard is worn. No penalization. If you have a cage, no mouth guard 

required.  

4) No contact allowed. Incidental contact is to be determined by the referee’s judgement.  

5) Players are not allowed unnecessary equipment like Go Pros to be worn during the game.  

6) Any player sustaining contact to the head in any severity is to be removed from the game 

immediately. Player may be able to return once cleared by a medical staff member present at 

the arena. If no medical staff is on site the player must sit out.  

 

During the tournament, the event committee will need to record video and take pictures to document 

as part of our final presentation. We will require participant signatures acknowledging the use of their 

image.   


